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COMMON SEO ISSUES

 The meta title of your page has a length of 139 characters. Most search engines will truncate meta
titles to 70 characters.

 Yin Buzz | Breaking News, India News, Latest Maharashtra News, Goa News,Mumbai
News,Sports News,Political News,National News, International

 The meta description tag is missing from your page. You should include this tag in order to provide
a brief description of your page which can be used by search engines. Well-written and inviting
meta descriptions may also help click-through rates to your site in search engine results.

HOW TO FIX META DESCRIPTION
In order to pass this test you must include a meta-description tag in your page header (<head>
section):

<head>
 <meta name="description" content="type_your_description_here">
</head>

Note that in HTML the <meta> tag has no end tag but in XHTML this tag must be properly closed.
Meta description can have any length but a good practice is to keep this under 160 characters
(search engines generally truncate snippets longer than this value).

 Yin Buzz | Breaking News, India News, Latest Maharashtra News, Goa
News,Mumbai News,Sports News,Political News,National News,
International
http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com
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 There is likely no optimal keyword density (search engine algorithms have evolved beyond
keyword density metrics as a significant ranking factor). It can be useful, however, to note which
keywords appear most often on your page and if they reflect the intended topic of your page. More
importantly, the keywords on your page should appear within natural sounding and grammatically
correct copy.

 sakal - 16 times
 news - 7 times
 media - 6 times
 group - 5 times
 buzz - 4 times

 Your most common keywords are not appearing in one or more of the meta-tags above. Your
primary keywords should appear in your meta-tags to help identify the topic of your webpage to
search engines.

 Keyword(s) included in Title tag
 Keyword(s) not included in Meta-Description tag

HOW TO FIX KEYWORD USAGE
First of all, you must make sure that your page is using the title and meta-description tags.
Second, you must adjust these tags content in order to include some of the primary keywords
displayed above.

 abhishek advertise ambassador blog buzz called candidates career careers
chief commissioner conditions contact copyright culture death devastating doctor
download earthquake efforts epaper esakal family fine food group group’s
gujarat hirsute hunt image information instantly iran israeli jobs kashmir lauds

lhasa list look magazine main media money mumbai: the news number
of rs photos policy premier privacy products profile programs publications

published reaches region releases reserved rights sakal saptahik
saptarang sarkarnama screen settings share shared slapped slaps snowfall
social spend state story struck subscribe talk tanishka technology teddy
tehran: the terms terrier testing theater thousands times toll travel used users
valley video videos want

 This URL is currently ranked in the top 20 organic Google listings for the search terms below:

 sakal media group
 sakal logo
 sakal papers ltd
 sakal papers pvt ltd
 sakal group

 Some of the most relevant competitors for your domain are listed below:

 batmya.com
 sakaaltimes.com
 esakal.com
 sakalmoney.com
 epapr.in
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 Your page contains H1 headings. Their contents are listed below:

 MAIN NEWS

 Your page contains many H2 tags. H2 tags should re-inforce the related content of your page to
search engines - too many tags may make the topic less clear, or look like spam tactics. Consider
using less than 10 H2 tags. The current H2 tags are listed below:

 Screen
 Talk of the Day
 Blog
 Culture
 Technology
 Theater
 Travel
 Career
 Jobs
 VIDEOS
 PHOTOS
 About YIN Buzz
 About Sakal Media Group
 Other Sakal Programs
 Our Products
 Social Profile

 Congratulations! Your site uses a "robots.txt" file:
http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/robots.txt

 Congratulations! We've found 1 sitemap file for your website:

 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/sitemap.xml

 Congratulations! We have checked 17 links on this web page and none of them are broken.

 We have found one URL that is not SEO friendly!

 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/subscribe_newsletter/nojs

HOW TO FIX SEO FRIENDLY URL TEST
- In order for URLs to be SEO friendly, they should be clearly named for what they are and contain
no spaces, underscores or other characters. You should avoid the use of parameters when
possible, as they are make URLs less inviting for users to click or share. 
- If your website is new and is not indexed by search engines you can replace underscores with
hyphens or redirect those links to URLs that use hyphens.BUT, if your website is ranked well by
search engines you do not need to do this (probably you have other ranking factors working very
well).
- The general advice remains: build links that contain hyphens rather than underscores and avoid
dynamic URLs.

<h1> Headings
Status

<h2> Headings
Status
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SEO Friendly URL
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 Your webpage has 34 'img' tags and 25 of them are missing the required 'alt' attribute.

HOW TO FIX IMAGE ALT TEST
In order to pass this test you must add an alt attribute to every <img> tag used into your webpage.
An image with an alternate text specified is inserted using the following HTML line:

<img src="image.png" alt="text_to_describe_your_image">

Remember that the point of alt text is to provide the same functional information that a visual user
would see. Search engines, users who disabled images in their browsers and other agents who
are unable to see the images on your webpage can read the alt attributes assigned to the image
since they cannot view it.
Learn more about optimizing images for SEO.

 Your webpage is using 3 inline CSS styles!

HOW TO FIX INLINE CSS TEST
It is a good practice to move all the inline CSS rules into an external file in order to make your
page "lighter" in weight and decrease the code to text ratio.

check the HTML code of your page and identify all style attributes
for each style attribute found you must properly move all declarations in the external CSS file
and remove the style attribute

For example:

<!--this HTML code with inline CSS rule:-->
<p style="color:red; font-size: 12px">some text here</p>

<!--would became:-->
<p>some text here</p>

<!--and the rule added into your CSS file:-->
p{color:red; font-size: 12px}

 Congratulations! Your page does not use HTML deprecated tags.

 Congratulations! Your website is using the latest version of Google Analytics.

 Congratulations! Your website appears to have a favicon. 

 Your domain has 1,166 total backlinks from 90 referring domains. Some most recently found
backlinks for your domain are listed below:

 Checked on Dec 09, 2017: http://indo-german-network-...uhe.com/index.php?start=152
 Checked on Dec 09, 2017: http://www.deliveringchange...Id=4800930472960170162&t=1#
 Checked on Dec 08, 2017: http://product.sakaalmedia....publisherId=35&subjectId=18
 Checked on Dec 08, 2017: http://product.sakaalmedia....publisherId=35&subjectId=18
 Checked on Dec 08, 2017: http://www.gomantaktimes.co...ollapse-block-esutil-social

 Congratulations! There are no severe JavaScript errors on your web page.
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 Congratulations! Your website is connected successfully with social media using: Facebook;
Twitter;

SPEED OPTIMIZATIONS

 Congratulations! The size of your web page's HTML is 13.21 Kb and is under the average web
page's HTML size of 33 Kb.
Faster loading websites result in a better user experience, higher conversion rates, and generally
better search engine rankings.

 Congratulations! Your page is successfully compressed using gzip compression on your code.
Your HTML is compressed from 107.78 Kb to 13.21 Kb (88 % size savings). This helps ensure a
faster loading web page and improved user experience.

 Your site loading time is around 8.29 seconds and is over the average loading speed which is 5
seconds.

HOW TO FIX SITE LOADING SPEED TEST
In order to resolve this problem you are advised to:

Minimize HTTP requests
Use Gzip compression
Use HTTP caching
Move all CSS style rules into a single, external and minified CSS file
Minify all JS files and, if possible, try combining them into a single external JS file
Include external CSS files before external JS files
Place your JS scripts at the bottom of your page
Optimize images
Reduce redirects
Reduce the number of plug-ins

 Your page has more than 20 http requests, which can slow down page loading. You can try
reducing http requests through various methods such as using text instead of images, using css
sprites, using data URIs instead of images, or combining several external files together into one.

HTML Pages: 2;  CSS Files: 7;  Scripts: 26;  Images: 17;  Flash Files: 0; 

 Congratulations, you have a caching mechanism on your website. Caching helps speed page
loading times as well as reduces server load.

 Congratulations! Your website does not include flash objects (an outdated technology that was
sometimes used to deliver rich multimedia content). Flash content does not work well on mobile
devices, and is difficult for crawlers to interpret.

Social Media Check

HTML Page Size
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Site Loading Speed
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Page Objects
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 Your site is not using expires headers for your images. An expires tag can help speed up the
serving of your webpages for users that regularly visit your site and see the same images. Learn
more about how to add expires headers to your images.

HOW TO FIX IMAGE EXPIRES TAG TEST
In order to reduce the number of HTTP requests, you can use the HTTP Expires header to set an
expiration time for your images or any other content type. You can add the following lines into your
.htaccess file:

<IfModule mod_expires.c>
    ExpiresActive on
 
    ExpiresByType image/jpg "access plus 1 month"
    ExpiresByType image/jpeg "access plus 1 month"
    ExpiresByType image/gif "access plus 1 month"
    ExpiresByType image/png "access plus 1 month"
</IfModule>

 Some of your website's JavaScript files are not minified!

 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...sTh5JIVGCZ17DsAuT1rqAC38MLLlkjqjQ1X_k.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...vQSoQ7TE1t_GVZ9ASIKcD7S5GvFOG4xhwX48

o.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...z7KAIhZRogowbc6yIhdxh_QI2j6NDlUzzGY88.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...ekKPtn21cIEhBFl_HqqXWLGJJf6fZXeTFgiOw.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...zygmLhU-lizhQmkmYFgHOiXMBltTlMestc2Pk.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...X22f7jN6A_HiCgvp0Dyeov1h0Jf7sYdh2-fuo.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...JBwOP8vx1MD-ZMUYc-

pjtvh1w2GGCI4rBGKHw.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...q25-

ar96F9DSTXuNLXQp8ioxN4mWFXtXpKMHE.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...B7OQA7EImUuUcbgda9LW22nvl92JI1lMXddsc.j

s
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...gDf9ldb_NCxvCamFQoenOq-

XcovWYUCJT4HIU.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...0t-

6wsCVDn9YoRiQC3CaPxZcp94faKO0yVVoA.js
 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/...zyYSycggsrcUvvjtPNYUexrZMhXKm5V5b6_0U.js

HOW TO FIX JS MINIFICATION TEST
In order to pass this test you must minify all of your external JavaScript files. For this task you can
use an online JS minifier like YUI Compressor, Closure Compiler or JSMin.

 Some of your website's CSS files are not minified!

 http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Roboto

HOW TO FIX CSS MINIFICATION TEST
In order to pass this test you must minify all of your external CSS files. For this task you can use an
online CSS minifier like YUI Compressor or cssmin.js.

 Congratulations, your page does not use nested tables. This speeds up page loading time and
optimizes the user experience.

Image Expires Tag
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JS Minification Test

CSS Minification
Test

Nested Tables Test
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 Congratulations! Your webpage does not use frames.

 Congratulations! Your website has a doctype declaration:

 <!DOCTYPE html>

 Congratulations! Your URL doesn't have any redirects (which could potentially cause site
indexation issues and site loading delays).

SERVER AND SECURITY

 http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com and http://www.yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com
should resolve to the same URL, but currently do not.

HOW TO FIX URL CANONICALIZATION TEST
In order to pass this test you must consider using a 301 re-write rule in your .htaccess file so that
both addresses (http://example.com and http://www.example.com) resolve to the same URL. 
- If you want to redirect http://www.example.com to http://example.com, you can use this:

RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST} ^www\.example\.com$
RewriteRule ^/?$ "http\:\/\/example\.com\/" [R=301,L]

- If you want to redirect http://example.com to http://www.example.com, you can use this:

RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST} !^www.example.com$ [NC]
RewriteRule ^(.*)$ http://www.example.com/$1 [L,R=301]

Note that you must put the above lines somewhere after RewriteEngine On line.

 Your website is not using https, a secure communication protocol. Even for sites that do not collect
sensitive customer information, search engines suggest that switching to https is an increasingly
good idea and may help improve rankings. Note: if your site relies primarily on adsense income,
be aware that using https may be detrimental to ad earnings.

HOW TO FIX HTTPS TEST
If your website needs a secured authentication or an encrypted transfer of data, you need to install
an SSL certificate in order to provide a secure connection over HTTPS protocol. HERE is a "step
by step" guide to purchase and install an SSL certificate.

 This site is not currently listed as suspicious (no malware or phishing activity found).

 Congratulations, your server signature is off.

 Congratulations! Your server has disabled directory browsing.

 Congratulations! Your webpage does not include email addresses in plaintext.
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MOBILE USABILITY

 Congratulations, your website uses media query technique, which is the base for responsive
design functionalities.

ADVANCED SEO

 Your webpage doesn't take the advantages of HTML Microdata specifications in order to markup
structured data. View Google's guide for getting started with microdata.

HOW TO FIX MICRODATA SCHEMA TEST
HTML5 Microdata is an easy way to add semantic markup to your web pages. Search engines rely
on this markup to improve the display of search results, making it easier for people to find the right
web pages.
Here is a simple example of how to use HTML5 microdata in your contact web page:

<div itemscope itemtype="http://schema.org/Person">
   <span itemprop="name">Joe Doe</span>
   <span itemprop="company">The Example Company</span>
   <span itemprop="tel">604-555-1234</span>
   <a itemprop="email" href="mailto:joe.doe@example.com">joe.doe@example.com</a>
</div>

 Your webpage does not use the noindex meta tag. This means that your webpage will be read
and indexed by search engines.

Media Query
Responsive Test

Mobile Snapshot

Microdata Schema
Test

Noindex Checker
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 Your page is using the canonical link tag. This tag specifies that the URL:
http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com is preferred to be used in search results. Please ensure
that this specification is correct, as canonical tags are often hard-coded and may not always reflect
the latest changes in a site's URL structure.

 <link rel="canonical" href="http://yinbuzzstage.sakalmediagroup.com/" />

 Your webpage is using the nofollow meta tag. You are advised to use this tag carefully since
search engines will not crawl all links from your webpage.

 <a href="/subscribe_newsletter/nojs" class="ctools-use-modal ctools-modal-ctools-sample-
style" oncontextmenu="return false;" rel="nofollow"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-
envelope" aria-hidden="true"></span></a>

HOW TO FIX NOFOLLOW CHECKER
If you want search engines to crawl all the outgoing links on your webpage you must remove the
nofollow meta tag.

Canonical Tag
Checker

Nofollow Checker
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 Your robots.txt file disallow the search engines access to some parts of your website. You are
advised to check carefully if the access to these resources or pages must be blocked.

 Disallow: /NewsDetails.aspx
 Disallow: /aggregator
 Disallow: /tracker
 Disallow: /includes/
 Disallow: /misc/
 Disallow: /modules/
 Disallow: /profiles/
 Disallow: /scripts/
 Disallow: /themes/
 Disallow: /CHANGELOG.txt
 Disallow: /cron.php
 Disallow: /INSTALL.mysql.txt
 Disallow: /INSTALL.pgsql.txt
 Disallow: /INSTALL.sqlite.txt
 Disallow: /install.php
 Disallow: /INSTALL.txt
 Disallow: /LICENSE.txt
 Disallow: /MAINTAINERS.txt
 Disallow: /update.php
 Disallow: /UPGRADE.txt
 Disallow: /xmlrpc.php
 Disallow: /admin/
 Disallow: /comment/reply/
 Disallow: /filter/tips/
 Disallow: /node/add/
 Disallow: /search
 Disallow: /user/register/
 Disallow: /user/password/
 Disallow: /user/login/
 Disallow: /user/logout/
 Disallow: /?q=admin/
 Disallow: /?q=comment/reply/
 Disallow: /?q=filter/tips/
 Disallow: /?q=node/add/
 Disallow: /?q=search
 Disallow: /?q=user/password/
 Disallow: /?q=user/register/
 Disallow: /?q=user/login/
 Disallow: /?q=user/logout/
 Disallow: *?page=
 Disallow: *.htm*
 Disallow: *.asp*
 Disallow: /*/track$
 Disallow: /*sort=
 Disallow: /*size=

Disallow Directive
Checker
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 Your DNS server is not using an SPF record. SPF (Sender Policy Framework) allows
administrators to specify which hosts are allowed to send mail from a given domain by creating a
specific SPF record or TXT record in the Domain Name System (DNS). You can find more
information about SPF records here.

HOW TO FIX SPF RECORDS CHECKER
An SPF record is a type of Domain Name Service (DNS) record that allows email systems to
check if the sender of a message comes from a legitimate source and refuse an email if the source
is not legitimate. Adding an SPF record is as easy as adding CNAME, MX or A records in your
DNS zone. You can find more information here. 

Before creating the SPF record for your domain, it is important to have access at your domain's
DNS zone and to know what mail servers your domain is likely to use and plan how you want any
non-authorised email to be handled. 

Example:
Let's say that you are planning to send emails using Google Apps and you also want to ensure
that no other mail servers are authorised. You can use an SPF record like this:

v=spf1 include:_spf.google.com -all

"v=spf1" - This sets the SPF version 
"include:_spf.google.com" - This includes Google mail servers in your list of authorized sending
servers 
"-all" - This means that any server not previously listed is not authorized 

If you are using your own VPS to send email and not any other service like Mandrill, Google Apps,
etc. then you can create an SPF record like this:

v=spf1 mx -all

Note:
Setting an SPF record for your domain can help in reducing the chances of a spammer using your
domain name in unsolicited emails. Research carefully what mail servers your domain is likely to
use and plan how you want any non-authorised email to be handled.

SPF records
checker
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